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Participants battle to win the new Lenovo LEGION Bundle 

BACK TO FORTNITE: WORTEN AND LENOVO PRESENT THE FIRST LIVE FORTNITE MASTER-CLASS  

 

 Shikai, one of the best Fortnite players in the world, will be one of the "teachers" at this event 

 The first live Fortnite "class" in Portugal takes place at Twitch Worten Game Ring on 5 September  

 The best "student" of this master-class will win the new Lenovo LEGION Bundle 

 

Worten, through its gaming brand, Worten Game Ring, has teamed up with Lenovo to create the first live streaming Fortnite master-

class in Portugal. The "class" will take place at the Twitch Worten Game Ring, on 5 September at 9 p.m. and marks the return of 

many Portuguese gamers to their favourite game. Lenovo's new LEGION Bundle, exclusively available at Worten stores, will be the 

prize for the best "student" to participate in this master-class.  

 

Archarom, one of the most prominent names in Portuguese Twitch, and Shikai, one of the best Fortnite players in the world, will be 

the "teachers" of this event that aims to help the students evolve in the game through tips and tricks given by the masters. There 

will be many learning topics, including Body Warming (demonstration of exercises for the wrists and tendons that must be done 

before playing for several hours); Talk about keybinds and how to optimise keys; Warming up the game (demonstration of 

important constructions and movements), Game (gameplay with real-time comments on what Shikai is doing and why and with the 

application of the tactics trained in warm-up), Questions and answers (which can be done at any time during the stream, allowing a 

real interaction between "students" and "teachers"). 

 

After the "lesson", the knowledge will be put to the test in the "Diagnostic Test", a live quiz that will distinguish the more attentive 

"students". The quiz will end with a "Fire Question", in which the first "student" to answer the question correctly wins the new 

Lenovo Bundle. 

 

For those who like to play "face-to-face," and want to have the opportunity to meet Shikai personally, the Worten Game Ring is 

going to hold a Fortnite tournament in the Colombo Worten store on 11 September, between 10 a.m. and 9 p.m. and Shikai will be 

there between 6 p.m. and 9 p.m. 

 

For further details, contact Lift Consulting: 



 

 
 

Catarina Querido | catarina.querido@lift.com.pt | 918 655 236 

Helena Rocha | helena.rocha@lift.com.pt | 917 176 862 
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